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	Untitled

	Directions: Happy Eat Local Months! For a chance to win prizes, complete five squares in a row (vertical, horizontal, or diagonal) and submit your completed BINGO card to {add email} by October 1, 2021 using “BINGO” as your subject heading. BINGO cards must be submitted with proof of purchase or activity where applicable (photos, receipt, etc.) Cards may be filled out digitally using Adobe, or you may print and return a scanned copy or photograph to us. Submission of photos grants your permission for {add organization} to use your photos for future program promotion. Visit {add website} for full rules, instructions, and prize listings. 
	Square 6: Make a home-cooked meal featuring local items
	Square 7: Purchase from a farmstand near you
	Square 8: Try a local food you’ve never had before
	Square 9: Visit a PYO farm
	Square 10: Treat yourself to a bouquet of locally grown flowers
	Square 11: Find produce that starts with a K
	Square 12: Enjoy an organically grown product
	Square 13: Use a locally madecondiment orsauce
	Square 14: Bake adessert withat least 1 local ingredient
	Square 15: Enjoy a locally made beverage
	Square 16: Find an heirloom variety of produce
	Square 17: Try a locally made goodie like bread, cookies, etc.
	Square 18: Find local eggs from a nearby farmer or friend
	Square 19: Write a nice review for a locally owned eatery or farm
	Square 1: Meet a CSA Farmer
	Square 2: Shop at your local farmers’ market
	Square 3: Find local food at a grocery store
	Square 4: Purchase a gift card to a local restaurant
	Square 5: Grill something local for your BBQ night
	Footnote: Created by NH Eats Local
	Square 20: Attend a local food event
	Square 21: Visit a farm open to the public
	Square 22: Spice up a dish with local herbs
	Square 23: Read a book about local food
	Square 24: Try something fermented locally


